Potential advantages of quantum dot (QD) imaging in the second optical window (SOW) at 1,000 to 1,400 nm over the first optical window (FOW) at 700 to 900 nm have attracted much interest. QDs that emit at 800 nm (800QDs) and QDs that emit at 1,300 nm (1,300QDs) are used to investigate the imaging depths at the FOW and SOW. QD images in biologic tissues are processed binarized via global thresholding method, and the imaging depths are determined using the criteria of contrast to noise ratio and relative apparent size. Owing to the reduced scattering in the SOW, imaging depth in skin can be extended by approximately three times for 1,300QD/SOW over 800QD/FOW. In liver, excitation of 1,300QD/SOW can be shifted to longer wavelengths; thus, the imaging depth can be extended by 1.4 times. Effects of quantum yield (QY), concentration, incidence angle, polarization, and fluence rate F on imaging depth are comprehensively studied. Under F approved by the Food and Drug Administration, 1,300QDs with 50% QY can reach imaging depths of 29.7 mm in liver and 17.5 mm in skin. A time-gated excitation using 1,000 times higher F pulses can obtain the imaging depth of < 5 cm. To validate our estimates, in vivo whole-body imaging experiments are performed using small-animal models.
N EAR-INFRARED (NIR) IN VIVO IMAGING with semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) can offer nonradioactive extraction of biologic information, promising highly multiplexed molecular imaging. NIR imaging using QDs exploits their large-absorption cross sections, high photostability, and relatively narrow and symmetric emission peaks, which can be tuned from visible to infrared wavelengths l. [1] [2] [3] QDs are especially advantageous for the bright infrared emission over molecular fluorophores because they can be free from the molecular vibration-coupled nonradiative channels. As a result, QDs can be an optimal imaging contrast agent in the NIR optical window (700 # l # 1,400 nm), where the interference by the absorption and scattering from water and biologic tissues becomes minimal. [4] [5] [6] The NIR optical window can be divided into the first optical window (FOW; 700 # l # 900 nm) and the second optical window (SOW; 1,000 # l # 1,400 nm). 7 The SOW is more advantageous for imaging than the FOW because of the lower scattering level.
In 2003, simple simulation studies of optical imaging in turbid media such as tissue or blood showed that it would be possible to improve the signal to noise ratios by over 100-fold by QDs that emit at the SOW when compared to those that emit at the FOW. 6 QDs have been demonstrated for many in vivo imaging applications, including sentinel lymph node mapping, [8] [9] [10] [11] tumor neovascularization, 12, 13 visualization of lymphatic vessels, 14 and intraoperative study of tumor delineation. 15 Recently, QDs for the SOW have shown their potential for target-specific labeling of cells using lead selenide (PbSe) QDs. 16 Carbon nanotubes have also been used for probes in the SOW; however, they are not as bright as QDs. [17] [18] [19] Design considerations of QDs in terms of the toxicity issues for potential in vivo imaging are being actively developed. Conventional heavy metal elements for QDs have been replaced by ''safer'' elements. 9, [20] [21] [22] The effect of the hydrodynamic size of QDs has been studied to control the biodistribution and to facilitate the renal clearance. [23] [24] [25] However, the imaging capability of QDs in the FOW and SOW has not been comprehensively studied because it is affected by a large number of parameters, including polarization and the incidence angle of propagating photons, concentration of QDs, fluence rate F, and QD characteristics, including quantum yield (QY) and absorption cross section. In addition, different detectors are used to measure the emission in the FOW (typically siliconintensified [Si] charge-coupled device [CCD] cameras) and in the SOW (typically Indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) or Mercury cadmium tellurideHg (CdTe) CCD cameras). Different characteristics of these detectors complicate quantitative comparison of the results. Herein we report quantitative and comparative studies of NIR QD imaging capability in the FOW and SOW based on a series of reflectance fluorescence imaging experiments using QDs that emit at around 800 nm (800QDs) and QDs that emit at around 1,300 nm (1, 300QDs) in various phantoms and biologic tissues of different thicknesses.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Cadmium acetate dihydrate (99.999%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA). Selenium shot (99.99%, < 2 mm), tellurium shot (99.999%, 1-2 mm), lead(II) acetate trihydrate (99.999%), trioctylphosphine (TOP; 90%), trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO; 90%), stearic acid (95%), oleic acid (90%), diphenyl ether (99%), hemoglobin from bovine blood, and intralipid (20% emulsion) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO).
Image Data Process by Global Thresholding
The global thresholding process was conducted using the MATLAB (The MatWorks, Inc.) program based on the global thresholding algorithm. 26 The raw intensity data of NIR fluorescence images were imported to MATLAB. The initial threshold (T) value was estimated using the mean of maximum intensity and minimum intensity of the entire pixel intensities. The histogram of the image was divided by two regions using the T value, and the mean intensities, m 1 and m 2 , of two regions were calculated. A new threshold was created by the mean of m 1 and m 2 . These processes were iterated until the T value converged. The pixels with the same or higher intensity than the T were regarded to signal. And the pixels with the lower intensity than the T were regarded to background.
Synthesis of QDs
Preparation of Cadmium telluride selenide (CdTeSe) alloyed QDs with homogeneous internal structures was synthesized by following the cadmium-limited condition method. 27 The selenium precursor was previously prepared by dissolving selenium shots (0.3 mmol) in TOP (0.3 mL) in the glove box. The tellurium precursor was previously prepared by dissolving tellurium shots (0.2 mmol) in TOP (0.4 mL) in the glove box. The selenium precursor was mixed with tellurium precursor, and additional TOP (2 mL) was added. Cadmium acetate dehydrate (1 mmol), stearic acid (20 mmol), and TOPO (5 g) were loaded into a three-neck flask and heated to 270 uC under nitrogen gas flow. At this temperature, the mixture of selenium and tellurium precursors was quickly injected into the reaction flask, and the temperature was maintained at 250 uC. The reaction mixture was stirred until the desired size of CdTeSe nanocrystals was obtained. On completion, the mixture was cooled to room temperature and diluted with hexanes. PbSe QDs were prepared by the following previously reported methods. 28 The selenium precursor was previously prepared by dissolving selenium shots (5 mmol) in TOP (5 mL) in the glove box. Lead(II) acetate trihydrate (2 mmol), oleic acid (4 mmol), and 10 mL of diphenyl ether were loaded into a three-neck flask and heated to 120uC under nitrogen gas flow. At this temperature, the selenium precursor was quickly injected into the reaction flask, and the temperature was maintained at 100uC. The reaction mixture was stirred until the desired size of PbSe nanocrystals was obtained. On completion, the mixture was cooled to room temperature and diluted with hexanes.
Imaging Setup and Configurations
For reflectance fluorescence imaging, the light source is typically uniform and diffuse and has an incidence angle h with respect to the detector that is perpendicular to the air/ tissue interface. We used a glass container of 1 cm lateral dimension filled with a QD solution. The container was immersed in biologic tissues at a depth z below the air/ tissue interface. An Si CCD camera (Hamamatsu, ORCA-AG) was used for the FOW imaging. The Si CCD camera was attached with 780 nm long-pass filter (Edmund, 32-757) and with a zoom lens (Optem, NIR Zoom 70XL). An InGaAs CCD camera (FLIR, SC2500-NIR) was used for the SOW imaging. The InGaAs CCD camera was attached with a 1,250 nm long-pass filter (Thorlabs, FEL1250) and with a zoom lens (Navitar, Zoom 6000 NIR). The working distance between samples to the zoom lens was about 40 cm, and the field of view was 4.5 3 5 cm. For the experiment using biologic tissues, fresh bovine liver tissues and porcine skin tissues were obtained from a local butcher's shop and were immediately frozen. Before the experiments, they were sectioned and the thickness was measured by caliper.
In Vivo Imaging Experiment
A female nude mouse (BALB/c-nu/nu, 8 weeks old, 25 g, from Orient Co. Ltd, Korea) was used in accordance with our institution's guidelines on animal care and use. The mouse was anesthetized with 0.015 mL g -1 of intraperitoneal tribromoethanol (Avertin). A cylindrical glass container of 5 mm width was filled with 0.3 mL of a solution of QD in hexanes. The solution contained both 800QDs and 1,300QDs at the concentrations adjusted to have identical absorption at excitation wavelength l ex . The ends of the QD cylinder were capped by rubber septa. The cylinder was inserted into the abdominal cavity of a mouse below the intestine, and the skin incision was closed using a suture. The Si CCD camera was used for the imaging of 800QDs in the FOW, and the InGaAs CCD camera was used for the imaging of 1,300QDs in the SOW. Identical excitation conditions (F 5 20 mW cm -2 ) with an excitation wavelength of 660 nm were used for both cases. The images were obtained within 30 minutes. Part of the entire image that contains the mouse body, not the background, is used to calculate contrast to noise ratios (CNRs).
Results and Discussion
NIR photons are known to penetrate < 10 cm in biologic tissues. 4 However, photon propagation length is little meaningful for practical imaging applications. The ability to distinguish an object from the background can be evaluated by the CNR, which is the difference between the signal intensity and the background intensity divided by the standard deviation of the background intensity. 29 The Rose criterion states that to be detectable, an object's CNR must exceed 4 [30] [31] [32] ; however, the CNR criterion alone is not sufficient to evaluate the quality of image. Another criterion is necessary to judge the spatial resolution of image.
Spatial resolution of an optical image can be majorly affected by the scattering characteristics of the medium and the thermal noise level of the CCD camera. Spatial resolution in medical imaging is conventionally defined as the ability to resolve details in the object and can be described by the line spread function or the modulation transfer function. 33, 34 To determine the resolution, test phantoms with stripes of alternating bright and dark contrast with different frequencies are typically used. 35 When the lateral blurring of the stripe line approaches the width of the line (in other words, when each line blurs to appear as double of the actual width), the imaging modality fails to resolve the stripes.
From this simplified concept, we imposed another criterion for image quality. The relative apparent size (RAS) should be less than 200%, where the RAS here is defined by the apparent lateral width of the QD sample divided by the actual width. In our condition, a QDimaged object must meet both the CNR and the RAS criteria to be considered properly imaged. The imaging depths of NIR QD reported here should be regarded as minimum depths that can be achieved without the aid of sophisticated data processing methods.
To determine the CNR and the RAS, we adopted a simple image data process of segmentation by global thresholding. The raw reflectance fluorescence image was binarized into signal area or background area by the global threshold ( Figure 1A ). The global threshold that minimizes the variance between the intensity values of the signal area and between those of the background area was determined iteratively (see Materials and Methods, above). 26 The binarized image was used to obtain the CNR and RAS values and to determine the imaging depth. Other than Figure 1A , all QD images presented are raw and as taken by the CCD camera. Any bright spots owing to reflections or detector thermal noise may be segmented into signal, especially when the CNR is low. Images with such falsepositive spots may pass the CNR criterion, but the spots significantly increase RAS and may fail the RAS criterion. Thus, the CNR and RAS criteria can complement each other.
Based on these criteria, we compared the NIR QD imaging capability in the FOW and SOW as focused on the imaging depths in different environments. We report the imaging depths by the CNR and the RAS criteria, respectively. The depth limit that meets both criteria should provide the minimum guaranteed imaging depth; however, the actual imaging depth limit may lie somewhere between the limits of the CNR and RAS depending on the nature of the object and the medium.
We performed reflectance fluorescence imaging (rather than back-illuminating configuration) to obtain information for potential intraoperative applications ( Figure 1B) . Because QDs will likely be used in the future for tumor targeting-based diagnosis, and specifically for detection of small collections of malignant cells, we simulated them using a glass container of 1 cm lateral dimension filled with a QD solution. 36, 37 The container was immersed in biologic tissues at a depth z below the air/tissue interface. CdTeSe 800QDs and a Si CCD camera (Hamamatsu, ORCA-AG) were used for FOW imaging; PbSe 1,300QDs and an InGaAs CCD camera (FLIR, SC2500-NIR) were used for the SOW imaging. The QDs were prepared using previously reported methods (see Materials and Methods and Figure S2 ). 27, 28 Given that two different CCD cameras are used for the FOW and the SOW, the different thermal noise levels cannot be easily normalized for comparison. Instead of the thermal noise level normalization, we adopted the criteria of CNR and RAS for the image quality comparison. The thermal noise levels from different CCD cameras can be reflected by the CNR and RAS criteria values.
QD imaging capabilities were investigated at different h using different polarizing filter configurations. For the FOW, 800QDs were used in bovine liver or porcine skin tissues of different thicknesses. Liver and skin tissues represent the extremes of tissue characteristics from highly absorbing to highly scattering. A 150 W halogen lamp with a 650 nm short-pass filter was set to have h 5 10u, 30u, or 50u. A linear polarizing filter was attached at the end of the excitation lamp with the polarization direction parallel to the air/tissue interface. F was maintained at 5 mW cm -2 regardless of h. A 780 nm long-pass filter with a linear polarizing filter was attached to the detector with the polarization direction either parallel or perpendicular to that of excitation polarization. Because the polarization of QD emission is isotropic, the polarizing filters were employed mostly to minimize interference from direct reflections at the air/tissue interface.
Fluorescence images, CNRs, and RASs (Figure 2 , A-C) were obtained from 1 mm thick bovine liver tissue while at h 5 10u, 30u, or 50u. Fluorescence images (see Figure 2A) show many bright spots, which originated from the reflection at the rough air/liver interfaces. The reflection was greatly reduced by the crossed polarizing filter configuration, whereas the parallel polarizing filter configuration showed interference from the reflection spots which is similar with the case of no polarizing filter configuration. Consequently, CNRs were larger for the crossed polarizing filter configuration than for the parallel or no-filter configurations (see Figure 2B ). The RASs were smaller for crossed polarizing filter configuration because the filters effectively removed the reflection spots (see Figure 2C ); h has a greater effect on the CNR and RAS than does the polarizing filter configuration.
The number of reflection spots decreased significantly as h increased (see Figure 2A ). Because the bright spots are caused by rough surface sites that can directly reflect the excitation light to the detector, the surface reflectivity should decrease as h increases. However, this effect began to saturate at h . 30u. The CNRs and RASs at h 5 50u were marginally better than at h 5 30u. Experiments were repeated using thicker (3 mm) bovine liver tissue (Figure 2 , D-F). Polarizing filter configuration showed effects similar to those obtained for the 1 mm tissue, but the largest CNRs and the smallest RASs were achieved at h 5 30u than at 50u. Reflections were minimal at h 5 50u; however, the background was imaged with uniformly higher intensities when h 5 50u than those for h 5 10u and 30u. This may be due to multiply scattered photons: because forward-directed scattering is dominant in biologic tissues, an incidence angle geometry that allows photons to reach the detector after multiple scatterings with higher probability should result in higher background noise and consequently smaller CNRs and larger RASs. 38 Multiply scattered photons become more isotropic in Imaging Depths of Near-Infrared Quantum Dots in First and Second Optical Windows polarization and can account for the background noise that cannot be easily reduced by the polarizing filters. 39 This multiple scattering effect becomes predominant when the tissue becomes sufficiently thick and thus switches the optimal h from 50u to 30u as the liver tissue thickness increases from 1 to 3 mm.
Experiments were repeated using 2 mm or 3 mm thick porcine skin tissue (Figure 2 , G-L). Bright reflection spots were not observed for the air/skin surface ( Figure 2 , G and J). Liver tissue is glossy, and highly specular reflections are predominant, whereas skin tissue reflects more diffusely, so the images portrayed pores and wrinkles on the skin surface. The skin reflections can be effectively removed by crossed polarizing filter configuration. The effect of h in skin tissue was similar to that observed in the liver tissue, and h 5 30u incidence angle provided better images with the largest CNRs and the smallest RASs than h 5 10u and h 5 50u. h 5 30u became more optimal as skin thickness increased ( Figure 2 , K and L). The optimal imaging configuration of h 5 30u was used for the rest of the reflectance fluorescence imaging experiments reported herein.
Liver and skin tissues are representative of highly absorbing and highly scattering environments and more relevant to actual imaging applications. However, biologic tissues, including liver, are inherently scattering, and the effect of scattering cannot be rigorously decoupled from the absorption. Therefore, liquid phantom experiments were performed for comparative studies on NIR QD imaging capabilities as simulating purely absorbing or purely scattering conditions. The liquid phantoms were prepared by dispersing hemoglobin or intralipid in water. The imaging properties of 800QDs in the FOW (800QD/ FOW) and 1,300QDs in the SOW (1,300QD/SOW) were compared while varying the phantom concentrations. An LED excitation lamp (excitation wavelength l ex 5 660 nm) was used at F 5 10 mW cm -2 . The concentrations of 800QD and 1,300QD solutions were adjusted to match the absorbance at l ex (A 5 3.5). We believe that normalizing absorbance A at l ex is more meaningful for comparison than matching the molar concentrations and is more universal because molar concentration is dependent on the QD size and the material choice. Both 800QDs and 1,300QDs had a QY of < 5%. A 2 mL cylindrical vial that contained a solution of QDs in hexanes was immersed in the liquid phantom to a depth of 5 mm.
Fluorescence images ( Figure 3A ) using 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/SOW were captured while increasing the hemoglobin concentration from 0 to 2%, which approaches the hemoglobin content in blood. As the hemoglobin concentration increased, the CNR decreased for both 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/SOW ( Figure 3B ). CNRs were higher for 800QD/FOW than in 1,300QD/ SOW because the water absorption of NIR light is higher in the SOW than in the FOW. However, the effect became less significant as the hemoglobin concentration-increased. RASs did not show noticeable difference between 800QD/ FOW and 1,300QD/SOW ( Figure 3C ). This shows that 1,300QD/SOW does not have much advantage over 800QD/FOW in purely absorbing environments.
Liquid phantom experiments were repeated using intralipid solutions (Figure 3 , D-F). The intralipid concentration was varied up to 2%; this concentration makes the phantom scatter NIR light more than does the skin. Images obtained using 800QD/FOW became increasingly blurred as the intralipid concentration increased, but those obtained using 1,300QD/SOW were significantly less sensitive to the intralipid concentration than 800QD/FOW (see Figure 3D ). For both 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/ SOW, CNRs dropped significantly as intralipid concentration increased to 0.25% and then stayed constant at higher concentrations (see Figure 3E ). Contrary to the hemoglobin phantom cases, 1,300QD/SOW showed larger CNRs than did 800QD/FOW despite the water absorption. This occurs because 800QD/FOW emission scatters more than that from 1,300QD/SOW and thus generates higher background intensity. In the case of 800QD/FOW, RAS increased dramatically even at low intralipid contents: at 0.25% intralipid concentration, RAS approached 200%. In contrast, 1,300QD/SOW maintained RAS close to 100% even at intralipid concentration of 2% (see Figure 3F ).
These results demonstrate that 1,300QD/SOW imaging has a strong advantage over 800QD/FOW imaging even in slightly scattering media. The liquid phantom experiments also corroborate the validity of our criteria for imaging depth capability using both CNR and RAS. The CNR criterion works properly for absorbing media, and RAS does so for scattering media. Because most biologic tissues are significantly scattering, 1,300QD/SOW is expected to have better imaging capability than 800QD/FOW.
Convinced by the possibility of 1,300QD/SOW for deep tissue-penetrating imaging in biologic tissues, we compared the imaging capabilities of 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/SOW while varying the thickness of bovine liver tissue or porcine skin tissue. QD samples and imaging configurations were the same as used for the liquid phantom experiments except that the samples were biologic tissues instead of liquid phantoms. As the thickness of bovine liver tissue increased, both 800QD/ FOW and 1,300QD/SOW images began to show interference from the background ( Figure 4A ). The 800QD/ FOW images began to show reflection spots as the tissue thickness exceeded 6 mm, indicating that the Si CCD camera loses the ability to discriminate the QD signal from the reflection spots as the QD signal intensity is diminished owing to the increased tissue thickness. In 1,300QD/SOW images, the background interference was mostly due to thermal noise in the InGaAs CCD camera and so was more uniformly distributed than in 800QD/ FOW images. CNRs decreased exponentially as the tissue thickness increased in both 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/ SOW images ( Figure 4B ). In nontransparent media, the measured light intensity I decreases exponentially as tissue thickness increases as I 5 I 0 exp(2z/d), where I 0 is the intensity of incident light, z is the thickness of the medium, and d is the mean penetration depth for the medium. [40] [41] [42] Measured values of d were 8.7 mm for 800QD/FOW and 6.0 mm for 1,300QD/SOW. SOW imaging showed slightly smaller mean penetration depth than that of FOW imaging. By extrapolating the measured CNRs using the equation, imaging depths by the CNR criterion were obtained as 13.0 mm for 800QD/FOW and 10.0 mm for 1,300QD/SOW. RASs of 800QD/FOW images increased more rapidly than those of 1,300QD/SOW images ( Figure 4C ). The imaging depths by the RAS criterion were 11.2 mm for 800QD/FOW and 12.3 mm for 1,300QD/SOW. By applying both CNR and RAS criteria, the imaging depths were 11.2 mm for 800QD/FOW and 10.0 mm for 1,300QD/SOW. For liver tissue, we obtained similar imaging depths for 800QD/FOW imaging and 1,300QD/SOW imaging. Similar to the results of hemoglobin liquid phantom experiments, the imaging depths of 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/SOW are not noticeably different in liver tissue, which is highly absorbing.
The experiments were repeated using porcine skin tissues of different thicknesses. As the thickness of the skin tissue increased, 800QD/FOW images began to show severe blurring when compared to 1,300QD/SOW images. Bright spots often occurred in 800QD/FOW images of thick skin tissue ( Figure 4D ). Identical skin epidermal surface was used for all experiments, including the 800QD/ FOW and 1,300QD/SOW imaging. The thickness was varied by stacking layers of skin tissues beneath the skin surface. The bright spots in 800QD/FOW images seemed to originate from autofluorescence from the skin. 43 They were not seen when tissue samples were thin.
Although the autofluorescence intensity was negligible when compared to the QD signal in measurements of thin tissue samples, it approached the QD signal levels as the skin tissue thickened. In contrast, autofluorescence was not observed in 1,300QD/SOW images. This demonstrates that SOW can be freer from the autofluorescence problems as the detection wavelengths lie at the longer wavelengths. However, the existence of autofluorescence spots in 800QD/FOW images in the FOW did not show a significant effect on CNRs or RASs. We also performed the experiments using different skins that did not have autofluorescence spots and obtained similar results (see Figure S2 online). CNRs decreased exponentially as the skin tissue thickness increased in both 800QD/FOW images (d 5 8.5 mm) and 1,300QD/SOW images (d 5 11.6 mm) ( Figure 4E ). By extrapolating the measured CNRs, imaging depths by CNR criterion were estimated to be 8.0 mm for 800QD/FOW and 11.6 mm for 1,300QD/ SOW. RASs of 800QD/FOW images increased more rapidly than those of 1300QD/SOW images ( Figure 4F ). By the RAS criterion, imaging depths were 4.2 mm for 800QD/FOW and 11.9 mm for 1,300QD/SOW. Contrary to the liver cases, 1300QD/SOW in skin tissue showed deeper imaging depths by both CNR and RAS criteria. By applying both CNR and RAS criteria, the imaging depths were 4.2 mm for 800QD/FOW and 11.6 mm for 1,300QD/ SOW. Overall, the skin imaging depth is almost three times deeper in the SOW than in the FOW (Table 1) .
QDs have the potential for unparalleled imaging capabilities, especially in the SOW. Molecular fluorophores are not available for SOW wavelengths. Lanthanide-doped nanoparticles can be used for the SOW but show smallerabsorption cross sections than QDs, limited emission wavelength tunability, and typically low QYs. 44 We used 5% QY PbSe QDs to determine the imaging depths of QDs in SOW. However, QDs in SOW can be bright, with a QY well above 50%. 28, 45, 46 Imaging capabilities using 1,300QD/ SOW were studied while varying the QYs of QDs. We prepared 1,300QD solutions with three different QYs. The QDs were identical in the size and composition, and the concentration of the solutions was also same. They look alike under a visible camera (Hitachi, HV-D37A), but the difference in their fluorescence intensities is easily detected using an InGaAs CCD camera ( Figure 5A ).
The brightness (signal intensity) of the QD sample was linearly proportional to QY. Using the same methods as in the tissue-depth assessment experiments (see Figure 4 ), thicknesses of bovine liver tissues and porcine skin tissues were varied and the corresponding SOW imaging data were analyzed (raw data: see Figure S3 online). In liver tissue, imaging depths based on the CNR criterion increased logarithmically with the QY (Figure 5C ). Because the QD solutions had identical absorbing power, the number of photons emitted from the QD samples was directly proportional to the QY. The number of photons should decrease exponentially while propagating through the highly absorbing liver tissue. Because the CNR criterion requires that a certain number of photons over the background level must reach the detector, imaging depth should be logarithmically proportional to the QY. Simple extrapolations show that the imaging depth in liver tissues can be extended to 21.2 mm for our type of 1,300QDs with 50% QY; this is 2.1 times larger than the 10.0 mm depth obtained using QDs with 5% QY (see Table 1 ).
Imaging depths based on the RAS criterion also increased logarithmically with the QY (see Figure 5C ). RAS is predominantly dependent on the scattering properties of the medium, and photon propagation decays exponentially under scattering conditions. Imaging depths by the RAS criterion for 1,300QDs with 50% QY were 128.1 mm, which is 10.4 times larger than the 12.3 mm for 5% QY QD sample (see Table 1 ). In liver tissue, imaging capability is predominantly limited by the CNR criterion (see Figure 4 , A-C). Experiments were repeated using skin tissues of various thicknesses. Estimated imaging depths using the CNR and RAS criteria for 1,300QD in skin tissue with 50% QY were 19.3 mm and 17.5 mm, respectively. These are 1.7 times and 1.5 times greater, respectively, than those obtained using QDs with 5% QY (see Table 1 ). In skin tissue, imaging capability was more limited by the RAS criterion than by the CNR criterion (see Figure 4 , D-F), and 1,300QD/SOW imaging depth in skin showed 1.5 times enhancement as the QY increased from 5 to 50%.
Imaging depths were also investigated using different concentrations of the 1,300QD. For future tumor targeting-based diagnosis, the QD concentration is directly related to the local QD concentration in a tumor mass or a CNR 5 contrast to noise ratio; QD 5 quantum dot; RAS 5 relative apparent size.
small collection of malignant cells. For in vivo imaging experiments such as tumor diagnosis or lymph node mapping, administration of QD solutions to tissues results in QD concentrations being diluted by a factor of up to 1,000. 8 Although QDs can accumulate in the targeted area, the QD signal can be diluted by excretion and cell division. 47 We studied the dependence of imaging capability on QD concentration while diluting a 10 mM 1,300QD solution up to 30 times. Figure 5B shows vials of 1,300QD solutions of four different concentrations under a color CCD camera and under an InGaAs CCD camera. Contrary to the linear dependence of the brightness over the QY, the brightness was not linearly proportional to the concentration because of the significant reabsorption in the QD solutions of concentrations . 1 mM. Imaging depths of the four 1,300QD samples were determined using liver tissues ( Figure 5D and Figure S3 online). The imaging depths were less dependent on concentration than on the QY. It is noted that the horizontal axes of Figure 5 , C and D, are both logarithmically scaled but with different ranges. When the QY of the 1,300QD sample increased from 3.6 to 8.7%, the imaging depth in the liver increased by 4.1 mm but increased by only 1.9 mm when the QD concentration increased from 1 to 3 mM. The experiments were repeated while varying the skin tissue thickness. The imaging depth in skin increased by only 0.2 mm when the QD concentration increased from 1 to 3 mM. The concentration dependence experiment suggests that the imaging capability loss owing to dilution of QDs is not severe if a reasonable concentration (presumably . 1 mM) of QD can reach the target area. This also suggests that the imaging depth can be effectively extended by using brighter QDs (ie, higher QY) than by using higher concentrations of QDs.
The fluence rate of incident light is also a critical parameter that affects imaging depth. In principle, penetration depth, which is defined as the depth at which the light intensity is attenuated to 1/e times the original intensity, should be independent of the power of the incident light. 41 However, in reality, and especially when using an InGaAs CCD camera, both CNR and RAS are dependent on the fluence rate F because of thermal noise: as tissue thickness increases, the exposure time required for optimal imaging increases; thus, the thermal noise Imaging Depths of Near-Infrared Quantum Dots in First and Second Optical Windows effect increases. As a result, a higher incident light intensity can increase the imaging depth.
We studied the effect of F on the depth of 1,300QD imaging in the SOW using liver and skin tissues. The concentration of the QD sample was 10 mM, and the QY was 8.7%. According to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA), human access during operation of a continuous laser at 400 # l # 1,400 nm is permitted up to 0.5 W. 48 In our 5 3 5 cm field, the FDA-allowed F corresponds to 20 mW cm -2 . Imaging depths were obtained while varying the thickness of liver or skin tissues under 3 # F # 20 mW cm -2 ( Figure 5E and Figure S3 online). In liver tissue, the imaging depths of 1,300QD/SOW at F 5 20 mW cm -2 were 13.3 mm by the CNR criterion and 27.1 mm by the RAS criterion. In skin tissue, the imaging depths were 17.0 mm by the CNR criterion and 13.3 mm by the RAS criterion. By increasing the F from 3 to 20 mW cm -2 , the imaging depth (CNR and RAS combined) was extended by 1.4 times in liver and by 1.8 times in skin. Increased F can continuously increase QDs' NIR absorption because they are surrounded by biologic media and the effective fluence rate (photon flux that reaches QDs) remains much lower than the QD absorption saturation level.
The imaging depth of 1,300QD/SOW can be further increased by using longer l ex than 660 nm. We used 660 nm excitation for the comparison between QD imaging in the FOW and the SOW. The 1,300QD/SOW imaging (see Figure 4 ) was repeated to compare the effects of l ex at 660 nm and 850 nm under a constant F 5 10 mW cm -2 ( Figure 6 ). In liver tissue, samples excited at 660 nm showed higher background noise levels than those excited at 850 nm (see Figure 6A ). As tissue thickened, CNRs of samples excited at 660 nm decreased more rapidly than did those excited at 850 nm (see Figure 6B ). This difference occurs primarily because liver tissue absorbs 660 nm photons more effectively than 850 nm photons. The imaging depths by the CNR criterion were 10.0 mm for l ex 5 660 nm and 14.4 mm for l ex 5 850 nm. The imaging depths by the RAS criterion were 12.3 mm for l ex 5 660 nm and 23.9 mm for l ex 5 850 nm (see Figure 6C ). As in Figure 4 , the imaging depth in liver tissue was more critically limited by the CNR criterion than by the RAS criterion. Based on the CNR criterion, the 1,300QD imaging depth in liver was increased 1.4 times by switching l ex from 660 to 850 nm.
The experiments were repeated using porcine skin tissues of different thicknesses (see Figure 6 , D-F). Images obtained using 1,300QD/SOW at l ex 5 660 nm were similar to those at l ex 5 850 nm. The imaging depths by the CNR criterion were 12.0 mm for l ex 5 660 nm and 12.2 mm for l ex 5 850 nm. The imaging depths by the RAS criterion showed similar values at both l ex 5 660 nm and l ex 5 850 nm. Skin tissue does not absorb many photons, so the imaging properties are heavily governed by photon scattering. Because the scattering difference between 660 and 850 nm photons is small, these two wavelengths showed marginal difference in skin imaging depth.
The results of these studies of 1,300QD/SOW imaging capability, while varying the QY, QD concentration, F, and l ex , can be used to estimate 1,300QD/SOW imaging depths for hypothetical conditions of QY, F, and l ex . In liver tissue, 1,300QDs with 8.7% QY under F 5 10 mW cm -2 at l ex 5 660 nm showed imaging depths of 12.4 mm (CNR limited) and 11.1 mm in skin tissue (RAS limited). As F increased to 20 mW cm -2 , the imaging depths were extended to 13.3 mm for both liver and skin tissues. If the QY of the QD sample can be increased to 50%, the imaging depths can be extended to 21.2 mm for liver tissue and 17.5 mm for skin tissue. If the l ex were switched to 850 nm, the liver imaging depth can be further extended to 29.7 mm, whereas the skin imaging depth remains the same at 17.5 mm.
This case represents optimal 1,300QD/SOW imaging under continuous excitation at the FDA-approved F. QD imaging in the SOW is expected to have guaranteed imaging depths of 2 to 3 cm under optimal continuous excitation. In addition, the QY of QDs can exceed 50% and the imaging capability can be improved using softwarebased postprocesses. An imaging depth . 2 cm can provide numerous potential applications of QD imaging. It can be applied to diagnostic tools for tumors and lesions near the skin. The imaging depth may approach that required for breast tumor diagnosis. Given that the fluorescence imaging herein can be easily extended to endoscopic equipments, the imaging can find more applications in internal organs as well. However, the imaging depth does not support whole-body imaging of humans, as magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography do. Given that time-gated pulse F can be higher than the continuous illumination limit, the imaging depth for F that exceeds the FDA limit was estimated. If F were increased 10 times (200 mW cm -2 ), imaging depths could be expected to be 36.3 mm for liver tissue and 25.1 mm for skin tissue. An increase of 100 times results in the imaging depths of 42.9 mm for liver tissue and 32.8 mm for skin tissue. Achieving < 5 cm imaging depth requires a 1,000 times increase in F and QDs with 100% QY ( Table 2 ). This approaches the condition to achieve whole-body imaging of humans. It is stressed that the imaging depths estimated here are closer to the lower bound. The actual imaging depth can be deeper and can also be enhanced by postimage processes. It is also noted that the imaging depths are already deep enough for whole-body imaging of small animals. These predicted imaging depths under different conditions are listed in Table 2 .
Comparative studies between 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/SOW imaging have been performed showing significant advantages of the SOW over the FOW. We performed small-animal (mouse) whole-body imaging experiments to compare 800QD/FOW and 1,300QD/SOW imaging capabilities and to validate our estimates. Identical excitation conditions (F 5 20 mW cm -2 ) with the l ex of 660 nm were used. A cylindrical glass container of 5 mm width was filled with 0.3 mL QD hexane solution. The QD solution had both 800QDs and 1,300QDs. The concentrations were adjusted so that the A of the 800QDs and the 1,300QDs at l ex were identical. The QYs of both QDs were both < 5%. The QD cylinder was imaged using an Si CCD camera and an InGaAs CCD camera ( Figure 7A ). The cylinder looked slightly brighter under the Si CCD camera (CNR 5 20.1) than under the InGaAs CCD camera (CNR 5 18.3). The cylinder was inserted into the abdominal cavity of a mouse below the intestine, and the skin incision was closed using a suture (see Materials and Methods, above).
In vivo fluorescence images of the mouse were obtained using Si and InGaAs CCD cameras. Considering the imaging setup, the imaging depths for this configuration were 14.5 mm in liver tissue and 6.5 mm in skin tissue for 800QDs and 11.6 mm in liver tissue and 14.2 mm in skin tissue for 1,300QDs. The QD cylinder in the mouse was imaged from the ventral side using both Si and InGaAs CCD cameras ( Figure 7B ). The QD cylinder images were seriously distorted by the internal organs. The QD cylinder glowed less brightly under the Si CCD camera than under the InGaAs CCD camera. The CNRs were 6.0 for the FOW image and 10.0 for the SOW image. The CNR of the 1,300QD/SOW image was almost double that of the 800QD/FOW image CNR.
The mouse was flipped and imaged from the dorsal side ( Figure 7C ). No detectable image was obtained for 800QD/FOW. Reflections at the dorsal skin were imaged only under an Si CCD camera. To the contrary, the 1,300QD/SOW image of the QD cylinder was obtained under an InGaAs CCD camera. The CNR was only 2.5, which does not meet our CNR criterion. This confirms that our CNR and RAS criteria guarantee the depths at which discernible images can be obtained. As is the case in Figure 7C , objects beyond the imaging depths by our criteria can be visualized.
Conclusion
QD imaging depths in biologic tissues were investigated using the criteria of CNR and RAS. In skin tissue, 800QD/ FOW had an imaging depth of 4.2 mm; under the same conditions, 1,300QD/SOW had an imaging depth of 11.6 mm. Owing to the reduced scattering in the SOW, the imaging depth in skin could be extended by approximately three times for 1,300QD/SOW. In liver, 1,300QD/SOW imaging showed similar imaging depth when compared to 800QD/FOW imaging. However, excitation of 1,300QD/SOW imaging can be shifted to Figure 7 . Small-animal (mouse) whole-body imaging using 800QDs and 1,300QDs. A, Image of a cylinder containing a mixture of 800QDs and 1,300QDs in hexane. B, Ventral views of mouse with the quantum dot (QD) cylinder inserted in the abdominal cavity. C, Dorsal views of the same mouse. In all rows: left, color CCD images; middle, NIR Si CCD images; right, NIR InGaAs CCD images. A 660 nm LED lamp was used for excitation at the fluence rate of 20 mW cm -2 . CNR 5 contrast to noise ratio. longer wavelengths; thus, the imaging depth in liver tissue can be extended by reducing the absorption of the illuminating photons. For example, changing the excitation from 660 to 850 nm at the same F extended the liver imaging depth by 1.4 times.
Imaging depths using 1,300QD/SOW were further expected for hypothetical conditions. Based on our criteria, using continuous excitation of FDA-approved F under optimal conditions, 1,300QDs with 50% QY can attain imaging depths of 29.7 mm in liver tissue and 17.5 mm in skin tissue. Using time-gated excitations with the pulse F 1,000 times higher than FDA-permitted, timeaveraged F, 1,300QD/SOW imaging can approach an imaging depth of < 5 cm.
The imaging depth based on our criteria is close to the minimum guaranteed tissue depth for a discernible image, and in reality, deeper imaging may be achievable. Advances in the sensitivity of cameras in the SOW and in software postprocessing of QD images are expected to further increase the imaging capabilities of QDs in the SOW. We are hopeful that QDs in the SOW can promise deep tissue penetrating in vivo imaging, which can open a new avenue for many biomedical applications.
